
Help Companies 
Thrive by Creating 

Good Jobs

Our Mission 
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Many companies find themselves in a vicious cycle

This Vicious Cycle Hurts
• Investors
• Customers 
• Employees & Managers

Assumption: People = Cost



Effect of low wages and unstable schedules on workers 

Mental and Physical Health Ability to meet obligations – today and future 

Physical health and longevity

§ Financial insecurity à Heart disease, stroke, 
diabetes, poor maternal health, premature 
deaths…

Mental health

§ Financial insecurity à Depression, anxiety

§ Imposes a “bandwidth tax” equal to:

– A loss of 13 IQ points

– Losing a full night’s sleep

– A chronic alcoholic vs. a normal adult 

Food Security

Housing & transportation

§ Rent (risk of eviction; ability to show up in court)

§ Cost / availability of public transportation

§ Car (sharing; small ticket à license loss)

Care for dependents (children, parents)

§ Cost & ability to schedule in advance

§ Hard to handle “emergencies” (e.g., sick child)

Holding on to a job or planning for the future

§ Attendance problems

§ Retirement or emergency savings

Financially insecure workers end up with absolutely zero margin for error



Low wages & unstable schedules hurt companies, too

Sources: Leana, Carrie, Jirs Meuris, and Cait Lamberton. 2018. “More than a feeling: the role of empathetic care in promoting safety in health care.” ILR Review 71 (March), 394-425.; Leana, Carrie. 2019. “The 
cost of financial precarity.” Stanford Social Innovation Review (Spring 2019); GJI interviews;  Forbes, “The Causes And Costs Of Absenteeism In The Workplace,” Jul 2013

Instability in people Low excess bandwidthà errors

CNAs & patient safety

§ “…aides who experienced more financial 
precarity were less likely to notice threats to 
the safety of the patients on their watch, 
despite their high levels of empathy.”

Truck drivers & accidents

§ Study of 1,000+ drivers at national trucking 
company found that drivers who experience 
financial insecurity had higher accident 
rates

Absenteeism, callouts 

§ “Staff can’t work just one job to survive. And 
so attendance is a major issue, which is hard 
for our managers and residents. Many 
residents and families complain.”

Low expectations

§ “All people want is to be cared for and 
respected. But we’re paying people crap, and 
then we expect them to come in and do a 
great job for us?”



Low people investment

Poor operational execution

Low sales and profitability

Market (low) wages

Can’t meet obligations (rent, 
childcare…), hold multiple 

jobs

Stress, health problems, 
loss of cognitive ability

Attendance problems, high 
turnover, low ability

COMPANIES WORKERS

Company and Worker Cycles intersect to drive bad jobs and 
poor operational execution
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• Benchmarking to market
• Looking at the wrong data 
• Being out of touch on the 

reality of workers’ lives
• Conflating culture, certain 

benefits, employee 
appreciation with good jobs

Deeper problem:
Assumptions about people 
and the work they do



“Why is it that I always get the 
whole person when all I want is 

a good pair of hands?”
- Henry Ford

Pay alone is not enough 
to guarantee a good job
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Average wage: $24

VS. US Retail Salesperson

Median Hourly Wage: $13.03



Operating system 
designed to drive and 

leverage capable & 
motivated people 

versus

Operating system 
designed assuming low 
ability, motivation, high 

turnover
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The Good Jobs Strategy

CUSTOMERS
Satisfied & loyal

1

EMPLOYEES
Motivated & capable

2

INVESTORS
High productivity, strong execution, 

higher sales, lower costs
3

INVEST IN 
PEOPLE

FOCUS & 
SIMPLIFY

OPERATE 
WITH SLACK

STANDARDIZE 
& EMPOWER

CROSS-
TRAIN

VALUES: 100% COMMITMENT TO 
CUSTOMERS, EMPLOYEES & 

IMPROVEMENT 10



Focus & Simplify

INVEST IN 
PEOPLE

FOCUS & 
SIMPLIFY

OPERATE 
WITH SLACK

STANDARDIZE 
& EMPOWER

CROSS-
TRAIN

VALUES: 100% COMMITMENT TO 
CUSTOMERS, EMPLOYEES & 

IMPROVEMENT 11

Customer 1st ≠ giving all customers 
everything they want

Intelligent loss of sales

Good jobs companies have clarity on 
why their customers choose them



Common issues: Customer offering/activities that waste time; 
reduce contribution, motivation, and ability to serve customers

§ Time wasters not identified or prioritized

§ Conflicting priorities, adding new things

§ Activities driven by silos that waste time 
& don’t add value to the customer

CUSTOMERS
Waste their time, confuse them, not 

able to solve their problems
1

EMPLOYEES
Can’t pay well and offer stable 

schedules. Little respect for their time 
and knowledge

2

INVESTORS
Low productivity, lower sales, higher 

turnover
3§ Too many products, promotions, etc.

Lack of end-to-end focus on the customer 
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Good jobs companies: reduce workload to maximize productivity, 
contribution, motivation, ability to serve customer well

Eliminate or reduce wasteful activities 
§ Quest: Why do customers call? Reduce 

unnecessary calls by fixing upstream process
§ Mercadona: improve product design to shelve 

faster –work with suppliers to implement

Continuous improvement
§ Involve frontlines and explain why
§ How you reduce workload as important

End-to-end focus on customer
§ Only do what adds value to customer
§ Mercadona: Fewer products, no promotions 

Costco: fewer payment options, no bags

CUSTOMERS
Better understanding of their needs, 

responsive and good service
1

EMPLOYEES
Enable higher pay, better schedules, 

achievement, meaningfulness
2

INVESTORS
High productivity, higher sales, lower 

costs
3

Fewer products, services enable frontlines to 
be customer advocates
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Standardize & Empower

INVEST IN 
PEOPLE

FOCUS & 
SIMPLIFY

OPERATE 
WITH SLACK

STANDARDIZE 
& EMPOWER

CROSS-
TRAIN

VALUES: 100% COMMITMENT TO 
CUSTOMERS, EMPLOYEES & 

IMPROVEMENT 15

Balance is key

• Routine tasks and    
management practices

• Variability from customers



Common issues: Standardize to control, little empowerment

Too many steps that waste employee and 
customer time and reduce ability to serve
§ Pet hotel: onerous check-in system (20 min)  

Top-down standards, tools w/out frontline 
involvement that waste time and ability to 
serve customer
§ Retail: Display guidelines don’t match 

fixtures, send photos of displays 

CUSTOMERS
Waste their time, not offer good 

service, can’t be advocates
1

EMPLOYEES
Can’t pay well, little respect for 

knowledge, fail in front of customer 
2

INVESTORS
Inconsistent execution, low 

productivity, lower sales, higher 
turnover

3Too little empowerment
§ Wholefoods checkout

Little understanding of “work”
§ Leaders spend too little time in the 

frontlines
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Good jobs companies: standardize to reduce mental 
overload & be able to empower

Ways to empower
1. Solving customer problems
2. Customer advocacy & doing the right thing
3. Continuous improvement

How to standardize
§ Process owners to spread best practices
§ Involve frontlines and explain why
§ Link to customer 1st or employee sat.

Rigor in standards, tools & better conformance 
§ Routine processes, management practices
§ Customer 1st and employee sat. 

CUSTOMERS
Responsive and good service. 
Customers feel taken care of

1

EMPLOYEES
Enable higher pay, achievement, 

meaningfulness
2

INVESTORS
High productivity, higher sales, lower 

costs
3

Efforts to understand “work”
§ Jim Sinegal at Costco, TPS
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Involving Associates in Improvement

Most of what needs to be improved 
is invisible to managers & executives
but visible to people who are closest 
to work
• Coca Cola Stockholm results:
• Management driven: 2.5 million 

SEK from 7 projects
• Frontline driven: 8 million SEK 

from 1720 projects

Source: The Idea-Driven Organization, Robinson and Schroeder 



Cross-Train

INVEST IN 
PEOPLE

FOCUS & 
SIMPLIFY

OPERATE 
WITH SLACK

STANDARDIZE 
& EMPOWER

CROSS-
TRAIN

VALUES: 100% COMMITMENT TO 
CUSTOMERS, EMPLOYEES & 

IMPROVEMENT
19

Balance
• Specialization/mastery
• Flexibility –to deal with variability 
• Motivation



Operate with Slack

INVEST IN 
PEOPLE

FOCUS & 
SIMPLIFY

OPERATE 
WITH SLACK

STANDARDIZE 
& EMPOWER

CROSS-
TRAIN

VALUES: 100% COMMITMENT TO 
CUSTOMERS, EMPLOYEES & 

IMPROVEMENT 20

How many hours of labor to use?



Good jobs companies operate with slack

Enables: ability to take time off, CI, hiring, 
managers as people developers

Staff higher than expected workload
§ Customer 1st and employee sat.

Staff based on tasks and forested traffic
§ Take variability into account!

CUSTOMERS
Ability to address their needs and solve 

their problems. Time to hear their 
needs.

1

EMPLOYEES
Higher pay, ability to take time off, 

achievement, meaningfulness
2

INVESTORS
High productivity, higher sales, lower 

costs
3

Part of a system
§ Lower workload variability 
§ When workload <staffing: Work on other 

things (cross-training), spend more time with 
customers and communicate their feedback, 
willing to take a few hours off given high pay

§ Operate with slack requires high expectations
22



Invest in People

Meet basic needs plus rigorous hiring, training, performance 
management, career pathing

1. Are people capable of doing the work?
• Hiring and Onboarding: Hire for key attributes, selection is rigorous, clear 

understanding of job and schedule, respect at every juncture
• Training: Training schedule is clear and trainers are prepared, hands on, 

training is evaluative
2. Are people motivated to do the work?
• Performance Management Systems

3. Are people supported to develop at work?
• Promotion from within=crucial



Good Jobs Case Studies
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Case Study: Sam’s Club

Invest in people: 
• Higher wages for key roles: $5-$7/hr. increase 

(from a base of ~$15/hr.)
• Consistent and predictable schedules 
• Increase % full-timers

Simplify and standardize work
• Reduce variety by ~25%
• Remove photo centers 
• Simplify stocking process (lots of small changes: 

layout, process, pallet-driven)
• Standardize tire buying
• Voice assistant that pulls up info (Ask Sam’s)
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Sam Club’s outcomes after two years

§ Wage increase: $5-$7/hr. (from a 
base of ~$15/hr.)

§ Consistent and predictable 
schedules 

§ Increase % full-timers

FINANCIAL
§ Membership satisfaction

- More new members/club
- Higher member retention

§ Ability to adapt during Covid

COMPETITIVE
§ Employee turnover: Some 

roles had turnover decreases 
as high as 49%

§ Net sales jumped 1.2% (Q1-Q3 
FY19)

§ Strong SSS growth

MORAL

We started in one building and the numbers…it was maybe 25 or 30% of the SKUs came out of the building. The first thing 
that I was concerned about … was the reaction that our members, our customers who are paying to shop with us … 

Immediately, I started watching a 4% increase in our NPS score regarding the wide assortment. 
-John Furner former CEO Sam’s Club
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Case Study: Quest Diagnostics Call Center 

Invest in people: 
§ Raised starting wages from $13 to $14
§ Implemented pay increases at 3, 6, 12 months that got 

staff to $15 by end of year one
§ Stronger career path
§ Better training

Simplify and standardize to stabilize workload
§ Significantly reduced call volume through: 

§ Improvements to self-serve IVR menu  and website
§ Faxing/emailing routine results

§ Introduced Model Pods with huddles, problems solving 
training, idea generation

§ Created QRS teams that included call reps seconded to 
support Model Pods and share best practices

§ Frontline Idea Cards to capture and impellent team ideas: 
in first 8 months, 1594 ideas were submitted, of which 
1020 were implemented

“When your operations aren’t stable, your escalations are 
usually very high and that was the case…
Part of our success has been pay, promotion, cross-
training.  And we’re doing that because we’re going to 
offer less by taking out non-value and lesser-value-add 
calls—routine kinds of things that really could be done 
over a digital channel or other things, without a live agent 
there.”
-Call Center Executive Director MaryAnn Camacho
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Quest’s outcomes after 18 months

§ Wage increase
§ Time trainers spend up-skilling 

(instead of new training): 20% à
58%

§ Promotion rate: 9% à 22%

FINANCIAL
§ No lost accounts! 
§ 60-second answer rate: 

50% à 70%
§ Call transfer rates: 12% à

9.5%
§ Solve rates: 94% à 96%

COMPETITIVE
§ Employee turnover  34% à

16% (53% improvement)
§ Unplanned absenteeism: 

12.4% à 4.2%
§ $2M total savings, $1.3m 

from QMS (FICS), 6% fewer 
reps (from attrition, no 
layoffs)

§ Resolution of sales and 
account management issues

MORAL

You listen to customer service reps because they’re the truth. They are the people who are 
working the process every day. They know what’s going on and it’s our job to support them 
and make their jobs easier. The only way to do that is to include them. 
— Scott Jeffers, Vice President for Lab Operations and Operational Excellence



Good Jobs Tools



Employee Pyramid

*These nine factors are rooted in the academic literature on human motivation and work design, from Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs to Herzberg’s Motivator-Hygiene Theory to 
Hackman and Oldman’s Job Characteristics Model to more recent work by Teresa Amabile, Dan Ariely, Francesca Gino, Adam Grant, and others on purpose, creativity, productivity, 
and motivation—all of which can be found on the Good Jobs Institute website. 



Good Jobs Scorecard

Employees Customers Operational Performance

Examine key employee 
metrics

Basic Needs
• Pay
• Benefits
• Schedules
• Career Paths
• Safety and Security 

Employee Stability
• Turnover
• Absenteeism

Examine customer 
satisfaction metrics

Internal company data like:
• Mystery shopper 

evaluations 
• Customer surveys 
• Customer focus groups

Publicly available data like:
• Social media sentiment 
• Market share
• Rankings (ACSI, Yelp, etc.)

Examine key areas of 
operational performance

• Sales
• Costs
• Productivity
• Operational Execution

The Good Jobs Scorecard help you assess current performance, set goals and track progress for key employee, 
customer and ops metrics. You can use this scorecard to make the financial, competitive, and moral case for change.



Good Jobs Calculator

What the benefit includes Examples

Cost Mitigation
Existing P&L costs that could be reduced through a 
stable workforce and improved operational execution 

§ Employee turnover
§ Inventory shrink
§ Overtime pay
§ Unplanned labor

Revenue Uplift
Potential increases in revenue stemming from 
improved operational execution and higher 
customer satisfaction and loyalty

§ Higher ticket size 
§ Higher transaction volume due to increased 

satisfaction and loyalty

Companies should look at productivity gains in both hours & dollars. Labor productivity gains are specific to a 
company’s operating model and therefore not included in the Good Jobs Calculator tool.

Labor
Productivity 
Gains

Hours spent on activities that do not add value for 
customers and frustrate employees, that could be 
redeployed to higher-value activities

Time managers & employees waste...
§ Managing absenteeism
§ Dealing with long delivery windows

§ On no-value display resets



• Short Leadership Assessment
• GJS Diagnostic (85 questions)
• Pay Analysis + Living Wage Analysis 

(using MIT Living Wage Calculator)
• Race and Service Work Research

Other tools

2. Consistent with the value we
create for customers, our company
makes clear choices about such 
attributes as price, hours, person-
alized service, ambiance, speed, 
product availability, product vari-
ety, and promotions

3. We streamline products,
promotions and services to
maximize customer
satisfaction

4. We streamline products,
promotions and services to
simplify operations

5. When corporate departments
make decisions, they always
consider how those decisions af-
fect the work frontline employees 
do

6. Last-minute changes to product
delivery or promotions are
uncommon in our business units

7. Our leadership is confident that 
when a product, promotion or 
process changes, business units 
will execute the change well

8. The “why” of any change
(policy, process, etc.) is always
communicated to business units

9. There is confidence among our  
managers and employees that cor-
porate's plans for business units 
are always well thought out and 
can be executed
effectively

1 2 3 4 5 N A?

1 2 3 4 5 N A?

1 2 3 4 5 N A?

1 2 3 4 5 N A?

1 2 3 4 5 N A?

1 2 3 4 5 N A?

1 2 3 4 5 N A?

1 2 3 4 5 N A?

Completely
Disagree Disagree Neither Agree

Nor Disagree Agree Don’t Know
Completely

Agree
No

A i a e
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Good Jobs D iagnostic - Industry Agnostic
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Q&A
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A good jobs journey is not easy but so worth it

FINANCIAL COMPETITIVE MORAL
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Next Steps: 

1. Find free tools, case studies, videos of good jobs leaders, 
research and more at www.goodjobsinstitute.org

2. Reach out if you want to learn more about the Good Jobs 
Strategy: sarah.kalloch@goodjobsinstitute.org

http://www.goodjobsinstitute.org/
mailto:sarah.kalloch@goodjobsinstitute.org

